Golden Tours Visitor Centres
A GTVC – Victoria
B GTVC – Kensington
C GTVC – Leicester Square

River Routemaster Piers
1 London Eye Pier
2 Embankment Pier
3 Tower Pier

Blue Route
English or Multi-lingual commentary every 20 to 30 minutes

Red Route
English and Multi-lingual commentary every 20 to 30 minutes

Diversion during the Crossrail construction works in the Paddington area

Events, Divisions and Disruptions: During the course of the year many large events, such as the London Marathon and numerous other events and exhibitions take place in Central London. These may require our routes to be diverted, and some of the stops may not be served. Our staff will be pleased to give you the information you require to ensure you can use our services with confidence. Routes and stops in the Docklands are liable to alterations and diversions as construction work on the Crossrail project continues. Please ask the drivers and staff at our stops for further information. Check with Golden Tours staff if unsure. For the latest service information please visit www.hoponhopoffplus.com/service

At stops common to multiple routes, buses run every 5 to 10 minutes

Stop No. Route Stop & Attractions First Bus
1 13 Whitehall, Tourist stop, Horse Guards Parade 08.21
6 9 Piccadilly, Tourist stop, Green Park Station 09.36
8 8 Knightsbridge, Lanesborough Hotel. Stop 13 10.07
5 15 Buckingham Gate, Tourist bus stop 08.08
4 7 Parliament Street, stop C, HM Treasury 08.16
1 5 Victoria, Buckingham Palace Road, Stop 8 09.00
1 3 Sloane Square, stop R, For Chelsea & Earls Court 08.23
2 2 Cromwell Gardens, V & A Museum, tourist bus stop 07.36
4 1 Lambeth Road, Imperial War Museum, bus stop K 09.22
16 10 Lambeth Palace Road, Tour bus stand, outside Lambeth Palace 09.15